
Wales Standards Alignment (R-S)
The presentations offered by The Educated Choices Program provide support for teaching and learning of the following standards:

Religious Education, Key Stages 3, 4, 5 (11 to 19-year-olds) Environment
and Modern
Agriculture

Healthful
Eating

Stage 3 Pupils should be given opportunities to develop their skills, and their
knowledge and understanding of Christianity and the other principal
religions, and use these to raise and respond to fundamental human and
religious questions. This should be carried out through the interrelationship
of the three core skills of the subject.

● Engaging with fundamental questions – fundamental questions are
human and religious questions that focus on the search for meaning,
significance and value in life. They have a profundity and intensity that
underpins any aspect of study in religious education.

● Exploring religious beliefs, teachings and practice(s) – this includes
exploring religious stories, sacred texts, lifestyle, rituals and
symbolism, which provide insight regarding these fundamental
questions and raise further religious and human questions.

● Expressing personal responses – this includes relating the issues
raised during study to pupils’ own experiences and allowing the
development of personal responses to, and evaluations of, beliefs,
teachings and practice(s) and fundamental questions. These core skills
inform one another and all three should be applied appropriately to
the range studied.

✔ ✔
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Skills
Engaging with fundamental questions
Pupils should be given opportunities to:

● ask, discuss and respond to fundamental questions raised by their
own experiences, the world around them and aspects of religion

● draw on their own experiences and on a variety of informed religious
and non-religious sources, including other disciplines, in order to
gather evidence and develop appropriate arguments

● use problem-solving techniques, critical, creative and intuitive
thinking to explore preconceptions, possibilities/explanations

● formulate arguments and justify points of view while recognising that
the conclusions are only partial, inconclusive and are open to different
interpretations.

Range
Pupils should be given opportunities to develop their skills by focussing on
the following contexts for study. These should not be regarded as discrete
topics but rather as interwoven areas of study that provide opportunities for
pupils to engage, explore, and express ideas and responses. During the
course of a whole key stage it would be reasonable to expect every aspect of
the range to have been embraced.

Pupils should be given opportunities to develop skills through engaging with:
● The world

○ the origin and purpose of life – why religions value living
things and hold positive views regarding the natural world:
through contemporary debates about the origin, purpose and
sanctity of life and the relationship between the natural world,
human beings and God
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○ the natural world and living things – why individual religions
acknowledge the importance of taking responsibility for the
natural world and living things and implement their beliefs
through action, e.g. life as a gift; sustainability

● Human experience
○ human identity – why religions believe humans have a unique

status amongst living things and the implications of this belief
on human behaviour, values, freedom, responsibility and
consciousness, e.g. image of God

○ meaning and purpose of life – how and why religion is
considered to provide insight into questions of truth, meaning,
purpose and value, e.g. life/death/life after death;
good/evil/suffering/hope, etc.

○ belonging – how and why individuals, local communities and
society express religious identity and demonstrate
commitment through worship, celebration, lifestyle, etc.

Exploring religious beliefs, teachings and practice(s)
Pupils should be given opportunities to:

● recall, describe, and explain the religious beliefs, teachings and
practices investigated

● make and investigate the links between religious beliefs, teachings
and practices to demonstrate understanding of a range of religious
ideas/concepts

● describe and give explanations for the similarities and differences
within and across religions

● explain how religion impacts on the lives of individuals, local
communities and wider society, using a range of interpretations

● analyse and interpret the layers of meaning/symbolism within
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religious stories, rituals, art, dance and music.

Expressing personal responses
Pupils should be given opportunities to:

● communicate religious ideas and concepts using reasoned argument,
personal opinions and ideas in a variety of creative ways, e.g. orally, in
writing, and through creative arts

● explain how what they have learned about religious/spiritual
experience and moral decision-making might relate to their own and
other people’s lives

● appreciate, respect, empathise with and evaluate the viewpoints of
others, acknowledging where they are similar to and different from
their own

● recognise, explore and reflect on the spiritual side of life
● use a range of religious language appropriately
● use ICT and other means to gain access to information and to

communicate religious concepts.
● authority and influence – how religious authority conveys ideas

regarding revelation, wisdom and truth/interpretation and why this
influences believers, e.g. through sacred texts and religious founders,
and historical and contemporary leaders

● relationships and responsibility – how religions demonstrate rules for
living, advise on making difficult moral decisions, recommend ways to
develop and retain relationships and provide reasons why these are
important, e.g. right/wrong; justice/equality; tolerance/respect;
conflict/reconciliation

● the journey of life – how and why religious people take on different
roles, responsibilities and commitments at different stages of life, e.g.
becoming an adult/parent/ascetic; participating in pilgrimage, etc.

● Search for meaning
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○ non-material/spiritual – how people explore and express
issues, ideas and experiences of a transcendent/spiritual
nature and why this spiritual side of life is important to them,
e.g. the nature of God/the soul; religious

○ experience/spiritual dimensions of human experience and
truth/meaning/interpretation

● knowledge and experience of the non-material/spiritual – how and
why people develop, interpret and act on their religious/spiritual
experience, e.g. relationship with and responses to God;
lifestyle/sacrifice; impact of religion/religious commitment on
individuals, communities and society; identity/diversity within and
across religion.

Stage 4 and 5 Pupils should be given opportunities to develop their skills, their knowledge
and understanding of Christianity and the other principal religions, and use
these to raise and respond to fundamental human and religious questions.

This should be carried out through the interrelationship of the three core
skills of the subject.

● Engaging with fundamental questions – fundamental questions are
human and religious questions that focus on the search for meaning,
significance and value in life. They have a profundity and intensity that
underpins any aspect of study in religious education.

● Exploring religious beliefs, teachings and practice(s) – this includes
exploring religious stories, sacred texts, lifestyle, rituals and
symbolism, which provide insight regarding these fundamental
questions and raise further religious and human questions.

● Expressing personal responses – this includes relating the issues
raised during study to pupils’ own experiences and allowing the
development of personal responses to, and evaluations of, beliefs,
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teachings and practice(s) and fundamental questions. These core skills
inform one another and all three should be applied appropriately to
the range studied.

Engaging with fundamental questions
Pupils should be given opportunities to:

● ask, discuss and respond to fundamental questions raised by their
own experiences, the world around them and aspects of religion

● investigate fundamental questions from a variety of informed
religious and

● non-religious sources to evaluate a range of possibilities and begin to
draw reasoned conclusions based on the evidence gathered

● work alone and with others to create hypotheses, using
problem-solving techniques, critical, creative, intuitive thinking and
developed metacognition to evaluate a range of preconceptions,
possibilities and explanations

● evaluate and justify arguments and points of view while recognising
that the conclusions are only partial, inconclusive and are open to
different interpretations.

Exploring religious beliefs, teachings and practice(s)
Pupils should be given opportunities to:

● recall, describe, and explain the beliefs, teachings and practices of the
religions investigated

● make and investigate the links between beliefs, teachings and
practices to demonstrate a coherent understanding of religious
ideas/concepts

● apply a wide range of religious concepts to present arguments for and
against a variety of beliefs, teachings and practices and accurately

● explain a range of viewpoints held by religious people
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● consider evidence on how religion impacts on the lives of individuals,
communities and society, evaluating a range of interpretations

● analyse, interpret and evaluate the layers of meaning/symbolism
within religious stories, rituals, art, dance and music.

Expressing personal responses
Pupils should be given opportunities to:

● communicate religious ideas and concepts using reasoned argument,
personal opinions and ideas in a variety of creative ways, e.g. orally, in
writing, and through creative arts

● evaluate how learning about the varieties of religious/spiritual
experience and moral decisions might impact on their own and other
people’s lives

● appreciate, respect, empathise with and evaluate the viewpoints of
others so that they may draw their own reasoned conclusions and
develop positive attitudes

● reflect on interpretations of the spiritual side of life
● use a wide range of religious vocabulary and demonstrate a

developed understanding of symbolic language
● use ICT and other means to gain access to information, to

communicate religious concepts.

Pupils should be given opportunities to develop their skills by focussing on
the following contexts for study. These should not be regarded as discrete
topics but rather as interwoven areas of study that provide opportunities for
pupils to engage, explore, and express ideas and responses. During
the course of a whole key stage it would be reasonable to expect every
aspect of the range to have been embraced.

Pupils should be given opportunities to develop skills through engaging with:
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The world
● the place, purpose and value of life – the reciprocal influence and

impact of religion on relationships, communities and cultures in
Wales, Europe and the World, e.g. the challenges of relationships
(human/Divine); the future of community; diversity of culture and
religion

● the natural world and living things – ways in which religion inspires
people to take action within the local and global community, e.g.
local, national and global aid agencies; the influence of religion on
citizenship; stewardship; sustainability; animal rights; sanctity of life

Human experience
● human identity – ways in which human nature and identity is

perceived and valued in religion and culture in the twenty-first
century, e.g. human attitudes and values; selfishness and selflessness;
fairness, justice and equality

● meaning and purpose of life – issues of truth, meaning, purpose and
value in religion, such as good, evil, free will, fate, suffering,
innocence, hope, life/death/life after death and issues arising from
religious and non-religious interpretations of contemporary events
and phenomena, e.g. political decision making; public expenditure;
natural disasters; individual, national and global debt

● belonging – ways in which religion inspires commitment, engagement,
dedication, reflection and aspiration, e.g. parallels between sport and
religion; use and abuse of leisure time; expressions of faith through
study, action, meditation and worship

● authority and influence – the impact that religion has in the decision
making process of individuals and communities in Wales, Europe and
the World, e.g. challenges to religious freedom; freedom of
speech/information/movement; sacred/secular laws; human/civil
rights; conscience, justice, liberation, war, peace; reconciliation
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● relationships and responsibility – the impact that religion has on the
personal, social and moral development of oneself and others, e.g.
rules for living; rights and duties; embracing diversity; attitudes
towards and use of resources; challenges to religion in the work
place/careers choices/vocation; human dignity, equality, integrity,
tolerance; responsibility

● the journey of life – ways in which religion influences and challenges,
personal and collective identity, e.g. fashion, sport, leisure time;
worship and celebration; upbringing; local community

Search for meaning
● non-material/spiritual – traditional and contemporary expressions of

religious experience and spirituality, e.g. the nature of God;
symbolism/imagery; experience of God; reasons for belief in God;
faith and doubt

● knowledge and experience of the non-material/spiritual – the
strength of

● religious/spiritual conviction that enables people to dare to be
different and to take a stand to instigate positive change, e.g.
relationship with and responses to God; impact of religion/religious
commitment on individuals, communities and society;
identity/diversity within and across religion.

Pupils should be given opportunities to develop their skills by focussing on
the following contexts for study. These should not be regarded as discrete
topics but rather as interwoven areas of study that provide opportunities for
pupils to engage, explore, and express ideas and responses. During the
course of a whole key stage it would be reasonable to expect every aspect of
the range to have been embraced.

Pupils should be given opportunities to develop skills through engaging with:
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The world
● the place, purpose and value of life – ways in which religion

emphasises the value and worth of human existence, e.g. motives,
decisions and consequences; exploitation and modern slavery;
justification for fair trade/equality/justice

● the natural world and living things – religious justifications and
objections to use and abuse of the natural world and living things, e.g.
medical ethics; interpretations of natural law; governance of the
world

● the journey of life – religious interpretations of creation and the
purpose of humanity, e.g. nature versus nurture; interpretations of
fate, destiny and salvation

Human experience
● human identity – questions about religious certainty and truth in

contemporary society, e.g. interpretations of God; reality TV; truth
and honesty in the media; hedonism

● meaning and purpose of life – ways in which religious and
contemporary values and ideas influence self-worth and perception of
others, e.g. media portrayal of God, religion, morality; media
depiction of role models; inspirational figures and celebrities

● belonging – Wales and the global village’s implications for religion,
e.g. multicultural society; pluralism; richness and diversity; global
accessibility; erosion of traditional values; rise of electronic
communication and the breakdown of relationships

● authority and influence – ways in which religious and secular
authorities relate to the contemporary media and entertainment
industries, e.g. videos and music; sensationalism of violence;
trivialisation of sexual behaviour

● relationships and responsibility – the ways in which religion,
government and world-wide organisations impact on global
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harmony/discord, e.g. responsibilities of the UN; liberation theology;
war/peace; democracy/rule of God

Search for meaning
● non-material/spiritual – traditional and contemporary definitions and

understanding of religious experience and spirituality, e.g. is religion
active or passive?; religious experience through the media; religious
and psychological views of conscience/consciousness

● knowledge and experience of the non-material/spiritual – the impact
of the non-material/religious/spiritual on individuals, communities
and societies and the ways in which this impact is hindered/promoted
by secular society, e.g. portrayal of near-death experiences/miracles
in the media; politics; apathy/commitment/extremism.

Science, Key Stages 3, 4, 5 (11 to 19-year-olds) Environment
and Modern
Agriculture

Healthful
Eating

Stage 3 Communication

Pupils should be given opportunities to:
● 1. search systematically for, process and analyse information for a

specific purpose, including ICT as appropriate
● 2. communicate logically by speech, writing, drawings, diagrams,

charts, tables, bar charts, line graphs, videos and ICT packages using a
wide range of scientific vocabulary, terms, symbols and conventions

● 3. work quantitatively, using appropriate mathematical conventions
and using S.I. units appropriate to their work, e.g. kg, s, N, m, J, w.

Enquiry

✔ ✔
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Pupils should be given opportunities to carry out different types of enquiry,
e.g. pattern-seeking, exploring, classifying and identifying, making things, fair
testing, using and applying models, by:

Planning

Pupils decide on the most suitable type of enquiry to carry out and outline
the planned approach/method, recognising, deciding upon and justifying
each of the following when appropriate:

● 1. the choice of success criteria
● 2. predictions using previous knowledge, understanding and

preliminary work
● 3. a range of options as to where and how to find relevant

information and ideas
● 4. when carrying out a fair test, control variables appropriately and

identify any variables that cannot readily be controlled
● 5. the number of observations or measurements that need to be

made and their range and values to ensure reliability of evidence
● 6. the equipment and techniques required for the enquiry
● 7. any potential hazards in their work.

Interdependence of organisms

Pupils use and develop their skills, knowledge and understanding by
investigating how humans are independent yet rely on other organisms for
survival, applying this to life in countries with different levels of economic
development.

They should be given opportunities to study:
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● 1. the basic structure and function of some cells, tissues, organs and
organ systems and how they support vital life processes

● 2. how food is used by the body as fuel during respiration and why the
● components of a balanced diet are needed for good health
● 3. the beneficial and detrimental effects of some drugs on the organs

of the human body and other consequences of their use, e.g. insulin,
steroids, paracetamol, caffeine

● 4. the interdependence of organisms and their representation as food
webs, pyramids of numbers and simple energy-flow diagrams

● 5. how and why food webs are affected by environmental factors, e.g.
light intensity, water availability, temperature, and their fluctuations

● 6. how human activity affects the global environment, e.g. acid rain,
greenhouse effect, and the measures taken to minimise any negative
effects and monitor them, e.g. by Earth observation satellites

● 7. applications of science, medicine and technology that are used to
improve health and the quality of life, including those in countries
with different levels of economic development.

Developing
Pupils follow the planned approach/method, revise it where necessary, and
where appropriate:

● 1. use a range of apparatus and equipment safely and with skill, taking
action to control the risks to themselves and others

● 2. make sufficient relevant observations and accurate measurements,
using ICT as appropriate, to a degree of precision appropriate to the
enquiry

● 3. identify, describe and explain trends, patterns and relationships
● 4. use scientific prior knowledge to explain links between cause and

effect when concluding
● 5. consider whether there is sufficient information to enable firm
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conclusions to be drawn, taking account of uncertainties/anomalies
● 6. identify and assess bias and reliability
● 7. consider others’ views to inform opinions and decisions.

The sustainable Earth
Pupils use and develop their skills, knowledge and understanding by
investigating the materials in the Earth and its atmosphere and how they can
change, and apply this in contemporary contexts.

They should be given opportunities to study:
● 1. the properties of solids, liquids and gases and how the particle

model can be used to explain these properties
● 2. the physical and chemical properties of some elements,

compounds and mixtures and how mixtures can be separated by
simple techniques

● 3. the differences between physical and chemical changes using some
common examples

● 4. investigations into the patterns of behaviour of elements and
compounds and their use to describe and predict their behaviour in
chemical reactions

● 5. the properties of sustainable materials and how these are related
to their uses in everyday life, e.g. in the construction and
manufacturing industries, and the importance of sustainability.

Reflecting
Pupils think about what they have done in order to consolidate their learning
and transfer skills, knowledge and understanding to another context by:

● 1. evaluating how far outcomes reflect success criteria
● 2. justifying any improvements made to the planned
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approach/method
● 3. identifying the learning/thinking strategies they have used
● 4. linking the learning to dissimilar but familiar situations, within and

outside school.

How things work
Pupils should use and develop their skills, knowledge and understanding by
investigating the science involved in a range of contemporary
devices/machines and evaluate different energy resources and possibilities.

They should be given opportunities to study:
● 1. the behaviour of current in electrical circuits
● 2. the conservation of energy and ways in which energy can be stored
● 3. how familiar devices/machines work by using electricity, light,

sound and other energy transfers
● 4. the forces in devices and their relationship to work done and power
● 5. how renewable and non-renewable energy resources are used to

generate electricity and the implications of decisions made about
their use

● 6. technologies under development, which may lead to more efficient
use of energy resources or using them in new ways, e.g.
hydrogen-powered cars, using cooking oil/gasohol, as replacements
for diesel/petrol.

Stage 4 Skills

Communication skills
Pupils should be given opportunities to:

● 1. recall, analyse, interpret, apply and question scientific information
or ideas

✔ ✔
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● 2. use both qualitative and quantitative approaches
● 3. present information, develop an argument and draw a conclusion,

using scientific, technical and mathematical language, conventions
and symbols and ICT tools.

Enquiry and practical skills
Pupils should be given opportunities to:

● 1. plan to test a scientific idea, answer a scientific question, or solve a
scientific problem

● 2. collect data from primary or secondary sources, including using ICT
sources and tools

● 3. work accurately and safely, individually and with others, when
collecting first-hand data

● 4. evaluate methods of collection of data and consider their validity
and reliability as evidence.

Range
Pupils should build on their previous experiences and be taught within the
context of the skills section. They should have particular regard to:

● scientific enquiry
● scientific and technological developments, their benefits, drawbacks

and risks
● ethical, social, economic and environmental issues and their

interaction with science.

Organisms and health
● 1. Organisms are interdependent and adapted to their environments.
● 2. Variation within species can lead to evolutionary changes and

similarities and differences between species can be measured and
classified.
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● 3. The ways in which organisms function are related to the genes in
their cells.

● 4. Chemical and electrical signals enable body systems to respond to
internal and external changes, in order to maintain the body in an
optimal state.

● 5. Human health is affected by a range of environmental and inherited
factors, by the use and misuse of drugs and by medical treatments.

Data, evidence, theories and explanations – links between ideas and
information in science
Pupils should be given opportunities to:

● 1. explore how scientific data can be collected and analysed, and how
interpretation of data, using creative thought, provides evidence to
test ideas and develop theories

● 2. appreciate how explanations of many phenomena can be
developed using scientific theories, models and ideas

● 3. recognise that scientific knowledge changes over time, and that
there are some questions that science cannot currently answer or
address.

Chemical and material behaviour
● 1. Chemical change takes place by the rearrangement of atoms in

substances.
● 2. There are patterns in the chemical reactions between substances.
● 3. New materials are made from natural resources by chemical

reactions.
● 4. The properties of a material determine its uses.

Environment, Earth and universe
● 1. The effects of human activity on the environment can be assessed
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using living and non-living indicators.
● 2. The surface and the atmosphere of the Earth have changed since

the Earth’s origin and are changing at present.
● 3. The solar system is part of the universe, which has changed since its

origin and continues to show long-term changes. Energy, electricity
and radiations

Energy Transfers
● 1. Energy transfers can be measured and their efficiency calculated,

which is
● important in considering the economic costs and environmental

effects of energy use.
● 2. Electrical power is readily transferred and controlled, and can be

used in a range of different situations.
● 3. Radiations, including ionising radiations, can transfer energy.
● 4. Radiations, in the form of waves can be used for communication.
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